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ABSTRACT
The LAMOST survey has acquired low-resolution spectra (R = 1,800) for 5 million stars across the Milky Way,
far more than any current stellar survey at a corresponding or higher spectral resolution. It is often assumed that
only very few elemental abundances can be measured from such low-resolution spectra, limiting their utility for
Galactic archaeology studies. However, Ting et al. (2017) used ab initio models to argue that low-resolution
spectra should enable precision measurements of many elemental abundances, at least in theory. Here we
verify this claim in practice by measuring the relative abundances of 14 elements from LAMOST spectra with
a precision of . 0.1 dex for objects with S/NLAMOST & 30 (per pixel). We employ a spectral modeling method
in which a data-driven model is combined with priors that the model gradient spectra should resemble ab initio
spectral models. This approach assures that the data-driven abundance determinations draw on physically
sensible features in the spectrum in their predictions and do not just exploit astrophysical correlations among
abundances. Our analysis is constrained to the number of elemental abundances measured in the APOGEE
survey, which is the source of the training labels. Obtaining high quality/resolution spectra for a subset of
LAMOST stars to measure more elemental abundances as training labels and then applying this method to
the full LAMOST catalog will provide a sample with more than 20 elemental abundances that is an order of
magnitude larger than current high-resolution surveys, substantially increasing the sample size for Galactic
archaeology.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Galactic archaeology has garnered much momentum in the
last few years with the advent of multi-object spectroscopic
surveys of stars across our Galaxy, such as APOGEE (Ma-
jewski et al. 2015; Holtzman et al. 2015; SDSS Collabo-
ration et al. 2016), GALAH (De Silva et al. 2015; Martell
et al. 2017), Gaia-ESO (Gilmore et al. 2012; Bergemann et al.
2016), RAVE (Casey et al. 2017; Kunder et al. 2017) and
LAMOST (Liu et al. 2017; Xiang et al. 2017b). Galactic
archaeology aims at unraveling the chemical and dynamical
evolution of the Milky Way, developing it as an archetype for
the galactic evolution of spiral galaxies. This goal requires
two main components: studying as many stars as possible
in the Milky Way and measuring precise stellar properties,
in particular, multiple elemental abundances and stellar ages,
along with orbits of these stars.
High-resolution spectroscopy (R > 20,000) is typically
thought to be indispensable for robustly measuring individ-
ual abundances for many elements. However, high-resolution
spectroscopy is usually restricted to the brighter stars in the
Milky Way. Low-resolution survey, such as LAMOST, on the
other hand, can collect a much larger sample, but so far only
a few elemental abundances (C, N, Fe, α-enhancement) have
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been measured from LAMOST spectra (Ho et al. 2017a,b; Xi-
ang et al. 2017a). Recently, Ting et al. (2017) showed that, at
least in theory, low-resolution spectra contain as much spec-
tral information as high-resolution spectra given the same ex-
posure time and CCD pixels and should be able to measure
many (> 10) elemental abundances.
Even if detailed abundance information is in principle con-
tained in low-resolution spectra, there are concerns whether
it can be extracted in practice: continuum placement and ab
initio model imperfection becomes increasingly problematic
at low-resolution. To alleviate these problems, in this Let-
ter we propose an approach that combines data-driven (Ness
et al. 2015; Casey et al. 2016) with ab initio (Ting et al. 2016;
Rix et al. 2016) spectral model fitting. By imposing priors
on the data-driven model that are informed by synthetic spec-
tral models, we steer the data-driven approach to pick up the
right features for each element at low-resolution. We demon-
strate that this method can measure > 10 element abundances
(to . 0.1 dex) for the R ' 1,800 LAMOST spectra, opening
entirely new opportunities for Galactic archaeology.
This Letter outlines the method and presents a test on a sub-
set of the full LAMOST dataset. We will be exploring the
scientific implications of measuring 14 elemental abundances
for the whole LAMOST sample (> 106 stars) in a forthcom-
ing companion paper (Lin et al., in prep.).
2. METHODS
Low-resolution stellar spectra can be fit with ab initio mod-
els, interpolating among a set of synthetic stellar spectra (Ting
et al. 2017). But to derive accurate stellar labels, stellar pa-
rameters and element abundances, would then require theo-
retical model spectra whose systematic shortcomings are neg-
ligible; such models do not currently exist (see Kurucz 1996,
2003, 2005; Hauschildt et al. 1999; Gustafsson et al. 2008;
Smiljanic et al. 2014). This shortcoming has led to the ex-
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Figure 1. Reconstruction of LAMOST spectra using the method presented in this study, which is data-driven but with priors from ab initio models. In the top
and middle panels, the blue lines and the gray shaded regions show a LAMOST observed spectrum and its uncertainties, and the red lines illustrate the model
spectrum corresponding to the APOGEE labels for this star. The middle panel is a zoom-in to a portion of the top, with the bottom panel showing the data-model
residuals, demonstrating that they are consistent with the observational uncertainties of the spectrum.
ploration of data-driven approaches, e.g., The Cannon. Those
data-driven models presume that the stellar labels of some ob-
served spectra (the "training set") are known accurately and
precisely, which are used to build a pixel-by-pixel model of
the spectrum. That same model can then be used to estimate
stellar labels for spectra obtained from the same experimen-
tal setup not contained within the training set. The advantage
of this approach over ab initio fitting is that, by construction,
such data-driven approaches do not suffer from systematic er-
rors of synthetic spectral models (but such methods inherit the
biases of the training set). Therefore, they have been very suc-
cessful in determining precise (not necessarily accurate) stel-
lar labels from spectra (Ness et al. 2015; Casey et al. 2016;
Ho et al. 2017a).
But data-driven models have critical interpretive limita-
tions, in particular in the case where the training spectra are
noisy and the stellar labels to be determined are strongly cor-
related for astrophysical reasons, such as the abundances of
iron-peak elements [Fe/H], [Ni/H], [Cr/H], etc. A data-driven
model may “learn" that the data constrain [Fe/H] well and that
[Ni/H] and [Fe/H] are astrophysically correlated. It predicts
[Ni/H] correctly (based potentially in good part on Fe spec-
tral features) but it might not actually “measure" this [Ni/H]
abundance off the spectrum. Objects with unusual [Ni/Fe]
abundances might then be by construction undetectable.
Casey et al. (2017) tackled this problem by implementing
an L1 regularization on The Cannon, penalizing models for
unneeded non-zero coefficients to prevent data-driven models
from over-fitting the data. Casey et al. (2017) found that opti-
mized L1 regularization for APOGEE spectra and 15 abun-
dances led to spectral model coefficients that were physi-
cally plausible. When applying an analogous approach to the
LAMOST spectra of far lower resolution, we found it to work
well for models with few labels (∼ 4), providing model gra-
dient spectra with little aliasing compared to ab initio mod-
els. However, for 16 labels and the low-resolution LAMOST
spectra of interest here we found this not to work well, pre-
sumably for two reasons: at higher resolution, the features and
their variations are stronger and more prominent, therefore,
the noise of the training spectra plays a smaller role, which
helps to break this degeneracy. Also with a smaller number of
labels, it is easier to find the exact functional form as there are
fewer correlated labels for gradient aliasing. In Ting et al. in
prep. we also show that a quadratic model is not sufficient to
map the flux behavior across a wide parameter range (see also
Casey et al. 2017). Therefore, we will extend and generalize
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Figure 2. Cross validation, testing the quality of stellar label estimate from LAMOST spectra with the method presented in this study. The x-axis shows the
APOGEE DR13 values, and the y-axis shows our estimates using low-resolution LAMOST spectra for the same stars. The red points show the leave-none-out
test on training data with S/NLAMOST > 200. The black points show the independent test data with signal-to-noise per pixel of 30 < S/NLAMOST < 200. The
1σ values at the bottom of each panel show the variance between the APOGEE values to our LAMOST estimates of the independent testing data. We show that
even for the LAMOST spectra with R = 1,800 and 30 < S/NLAMOST < 200, we can recover elemental abundances to a precision of ∼ 0.1dex.
the idea of The Cannon with two new ingredients.
First, we generalize the label-dependent flux prediction
(from a polynomial) to a non-parametric model that will be
fully expounded in a forthcoming paper (The Payne, Ting et
al. in prep.). In brief, instead of imposing an explicit quadratic
function, we apply neural networks, which look for an ap-
proximation function that best describes the variation of flux
as a function of stellar labels through a composite of simple
“activation” functions. The basic idea is to approximate any
complex function (spectral flux, as a function of stellar la-
bels) by a composite of simple functions, with the neural net
learning the relative weights (scales) and biases (shifts) of the
composite function. In this study, we consider a simple neu-
ral network architecture that consists of one hidden layer with
100 nodes, using the sigmoid function 1/(1 + e−x) as the ac-
tivation function. We assume the variation of flux at each
wavelength pixel to be
f = w′ ·g
[
100∑
j=1
(
w j ·g
[Nlabels∑
i=1
(
w j,i · `i +b j,i
)]
+b j
)]
+b′, (1)
where g is the sigmoid function and ` is the stellar label. The
training step adjusts the weights, w, and biases, b, minimiz-
ing the loss function. The simplest loss function would be
minimizing the χ2 (over all training spectra) making this a
(non-polynomial) generalization of The Cannon. However,
this simple loss function might not necessarily favor mod-
els that draw the label predicting information from physically
sensible and interpretable parts of the spectrum.
To overcome this issue, the second new ingredient that we
implement in this study is assuming a prior on the data-driven
model, based on ab initio spectral models. In essence, we
select data-driven models that resemble (but not necessarily
equal) the gradient spectra of the ab initio models. The
“gradient spectra” in Ting et al. (2016); Rix et al. (2016),
are defined as the change in the model spectra as we vary
each stellar label by a small amount, holding all other labels
fixed. Similar to Ting et al. (2016), we chose ∆Teff = 200K,
∆ logg = 0.5 and ∆[X/H] = 0.2. We choose a reference
point, `ref for K-giants (Teff = 4,800K, logg = 2.5 and solar
metallicity) since we will fit spectra in this parameter range
in this initial study. When working on the full LAMOST
catalog which spans a broad range of Teff − logg, one has to
adopt a combination of different reference points. How to
implement it seamlessly is an aspect that we are exploring for
the full catalog paper. With the model prior included, the loss
function for one pixel reads
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Figure 3. Illustration that our spectral modeling method predicts stellar labels from physically sensible spectral features. The left panels show the spectral region
near the MgI b triplet. The theoretical gradient spectrum (with respect to [Mg/H]) is in black, and the gradient spectra from purely data-driven models are in red.
Both basic data-driven models with (middle panel) or without (top panel) L1 regularization fail to pick up the right feature at R = 1,800, unlike the approach in
this study (bottom panel) which is a data-driven model with ab initio prior. By design, including the theoretical prior makes sure that we draw abundances from
physically sensible features. The right panel extends this verification to all 16 stellar labels across the entire LAMOST wavelength range The histograms show
the cross-correlation of the model gradient spectra with the theoretical gradient spectra of all 16 stellar labels. Higher cross-correlation value indicates a better
agreement between the data-driven model and the theoretical expectation. The gradient spectra from the approach in this study have a greater agreement with the
theoretical expectation than the canonical Cannon approaches.
L({ fobs}|w,b,{`obs}) = 1NS
NS∑
i=1
(
f (λ|`obs,i)− fobs,i(λ)
)2
σ2obs,i(λ)
+Dscale · 1Nl
Nl∑
j=1
log
| f ′(λ|`ref)− f ′ab initio(λ)|
| f ′ab initio|
,(2)
where NS is the number of training spectra, and Nl is the num-
ber of labels.
The first term of the loss function is the usual χ2 minimiza-
tion. The second term is the prior term taking into account
how much the data-driven model gradient spectrum f ′, con-
volved to the observed resolving power and λ-sampling, dif-
fers from the corresponding one based on the Kurucz models
(Kurucz & Avrett 1981; Kurucz 1993) spectra f ′ab initio (see ap-
pendix of Ting et al. 2017). This term encapsulates that we
have considerable faith in the predictive power of the (quan-
titatively imperfect) ab initio models: wavelengths that are
deemed (un-)informative by ab initio models, should also
be comparably (un-)informative in the model. For example,
if the theoretical gradient at a given wavelength is close to
zero, even small deviations of the data-driven gradients from
the theoretical gradients will imply severe penalties. On the
other hand, if the theoretical gradient at a pixel is strong,
| f ′abinitio|  0, implying that this pixel should be informative
about a certain label, then the data can determine the actual
model gradient spectra. The Dscale is a free hyperparameter
to tune the relative importance of the theoretical prior to the
fully data-driven approach. With a larger Dscale, we strengthen
the theoretical prior, but we might sacrifice how well we can
recover the labels if the theoretical models are not exactly cor-
rect. A smaller Dscale allows the empirical models to readjust
more the strength of each spectral feature, building on the ba-
sis of the theoretical models. But if Dscale is too small, we
will revert to the pure data-driven regime, where the elemen-
tal abundances might not draw from physically sensible fea-
tures. In short, we want the model to look as much like the ab
initio model as possible, without sacrificing the label predic-
tion (as tested by cross-validation). We found that Dscale = 10
works well in our case – the cross-validation analysis shows
that the precision decreases by a factor of 1.5 compared to
the case with Dscale = 0, but as we will see, the model is more
physically plausible with this choice.
3. MEASURING 14 ELEMENTAL ABUNDANCES FROM LAMOST
SPECTRA
We now show how well 16 labels can be determined from
LAMOST spectra, Teff logg and 14 elemental abundances
in [X/H] (C, N, O, Mg, Al, Si, Ca, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe,
Co Ni). We do this with the above spectral model, by
transferring this label information in a training step from
APOGEE to LAMOST, using ∼ 500 cross-matched objects
between the APOGEE DR13 and LAMOST DR3 catalogs
with S/NLAMOST > 200 (per pixel). We only consider giants
with logg < 3, as APOGEE DR13 did not derive elemental
abundances for dwarfs. There are another ∼ 7500 overlap-
ping targets with S/NLAMOST > 30, which serve as test and
cross-validation spectra. We assume the APOGEE stellar la-
bel estimates to be the ground truth, `obs. We normalize all
spectra (LAMOST spectra and Kurucz model spectra) in the
same way following Ho et al. (2017b), dividing out a version
of the spectra that was smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with
an FWHM 5nm in width.
We start by illustrating in Fig. 1 how well the model can
predict the normalized spectra for LAMOST, given a set of
labels from APOGEE. In the top and middle panels, the red
lines show the model reconstruction, and the blue lines with
the gray band show a LAMOST observed spectrum and its
uncertainties. The bottom panel illustrates the residuals of
the model compared to the observed spectrum, demonstrat-
ing that the model uncertainties are consistent with the obser-
vational uncertainties. Fig 2 shows via cross-validation how
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well we recover stellar labels from LAMOST spectra. The x-
axis shows the APOGEE DR13 values, and the y-axis shows
our estimates derived from LAMOST spectra. The red points
illustrate the label estimates for the training set of this study
and the black points are the independent testing set. The fig-
ure demonstrates that even with S/NLAMOST > 30 LAMOST
spectra, we can derive elemental abundances that are precise
to 0.1 dex compared to APOGEE estimates. However, a good
agreement in this cross validation test alone is not sufficient
to confirm that we have measured elemental abundances due
to the astrophysical correlations mentioned above, which is
what we will verify next.
The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the comparison of the model
gradient spectra with the theoretical gradient spectra in three
cases focusing on the prominent MgI b triplet. The top panel
shows a Cannon model without regularization; the middle
panel includes L1 regularization, and the last panel shows
the approach in this study (a data-driven model with ab-initio
prior). For the L1 approach, we adopted a similar approach as
in Casey et al. (2017), but here we penalize non-zero weights
and biases in the neural network. In other words, in the cost
function as shown in Eq. (2), instead of adding a penalty term
based on the theoretical prior, we penalize the models with
an extra term Λ
∑
(|wi|+ |bi|), summing over all weights and
biases in the neural net. We tested a wide range of value
for Λ, spanning six orders of magnitude, and chose the Λ
that gives empirical gradients closest to the theoretical gra-
dients. We also tested the case of a quadratic model, and the
results remain qualitatively similar. The figure indicates that
at low resolution, the canonical Cannon approach may predict
labels quite well, but does not draw in this prediction from
features implied by physical ab initio models – simple data-
driven models may attribute absorption features to multiple
unrelated labels. For instance, Fig 3 shows that the Mg label
does not pick up all the power of the MgI b triplet. Further-
more, the Mg label picks up features that are not spectrally
related to Mg – we found that some power is attributed to
other elemental abundances. On the other hand, the model in
this study robustly finds the relevant features of each element
because, by design, we require the model to extract elemental
abundances information from features predicted by theory. To
quantify this point, the right panel of Fig 3 shows the model-
to-theoretical correlation of the same labels across the entire
wavelength range for all 16 labels in this study, indicating the
extent to which the model picks up the corresponding spectral
features. This panel demonstrates that the model in this study
draws its label predictions from a much more physically mo-
tivated basis than the canonical data-driven approach: it infers
abundances from the correct spectral features.
4. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
In this study, we demonstrated with real data that one
can measure 14 elemental abundances from low-resolution
(R = 1,800) optical spectra. This study opens up many new
opportunities for Galactic archaeology. Our approach relies
on a spectral model that combines a data-driven technique
with physically motivated priors drawn from ab initio spec-
tral models. One implication of this result is that continuum
normalization, which is a highly non-trivial procedure at low
spectral resolution, is not a significant obstacle to measur-
ing detailed abundance patterns even in the limit of severely
blended absorption lines.
Ting et al. (2017) predicted that we should be able to
measure > 20 elemental abundances from LAMOST spectra.
Here we only measured 14 elemental abundances. The fact
that we have not attained the full potential of low-resolution
spectra may be due to several reasons: First, the method
proposed here still relies on data-driven models – we can
only measure elemental abundances that have other indepen-
dent estimates from high-resolution counterparts, in this case,
APOGEE. Since APOGEE is an infrared survey with fewer
elemental abundances measured, we are limited in the number
of labels we can transfer. But we note that the most difficult
element we measured, according to the theoretical prediction,
is O:8 it ranks ∼ 20th in the Cramer-Rao bound calculation
(see figure 4 in Ting et al. 2017). Therefore, with other esti-
mates from multi-object optical high-resolution spectrographs
(GALAH, GES) soon becoming publicly available, we have
every expectation that we can obtain ∼ 20 elemental abun-
dances for LAMOST with this approach.
Interestingly, although Na is measured in APOGEE and has
strong features in LAMOST (the NaI D line), we found that
Na is less precisely measured (σ[Na/H] ' 0.2) in this study
compared to weaker elements, and is therefore omitted in this
study. The lack of precise measurements is likely because the
NaI D line is strongly contaminated by interstellar absorption.
Although not shown, we also tried to measure weaker el-
ements in LAMOST that have APOGEE estimates, such as
K and S. These elements rank about ∼ 35th in the Cramer
Rao bound calculation. Measuring them would indicate that
we can measure > 20 elemental abundances from LAMOST.
However, the results are not conclusive for these elements.
Similar to Na, they also have a large spread when compared
to the APOGEE estimates. The spread is not surprising be-
cause the absorption features from these elements are very
shallow in the LAMOST spectra and hence are more suscep-
tible to the uncertainties in the training labels and spectra as
well as the errors in the line list and continuum normaliza-
tion. Restricting the training set to an even higher cutoff, e.g.,
S/NLAMOST > 300 tentatively suggests that we can measure
these elements, but the size of the training set becomes too
small to be reliable.
How do our results compare with the theoretical limit? We
calculate the Cramer-Rao bound similar to Ting et al. (2017)
but at S/NLAMOST = 30, and with the continuum normaliza-
tion procedure adopted in this study, we find that we should
be able to measure most elemental abundances in this study
to a precision of ∼ 0.05 dex. So we are performing about
two times worse than the theoretical limit. Not attaining the
absolute theoretical limit is not entirely surprising. For ex-
ample, we assume that the labels from APOGEE are ground
truth when we train the model, which is likely untrue in detail
and could compromise the model. Correspondingly, it is also
worthwhile to further improve the accuracy of stellar parame-
ters and elemental abundances through, for e.g., 3D non-LTE
calculations (e,g., Amarsi & Asplund 2017).
Finally, while in this study we propose that including the-
oretical priors can improve how robustly we draw abun-
dance measurements from sensible spectral features. In some
regimes a purely data-driven approach works if a suitably tai-
lored regularization and training data are adopted. But in the
regime of low-resolution spectra and of many elemental abun-
dances, the gradients of data-driven model tend to show quite
severe aliasing, compared to ab initio models; this may be
8 In a companion paper, we lay out how we determine the abundances of
O, though there are no strong O features in the optical at R = 1,800 (Ting et
al., in prep.).
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as the spectra features are shallower, given the same noise in
the training spectra, the noise can play a more significant role.
Also as the number of correlated labels increases, the problem
becomes inherently more degenerate, and it is harder to avoid
gradient aliasing among the many labels if the training data
are noisy. We cursorily explored that this can be alleviated
with (a) more training data, (b) high S/N training spectra and
(c) training data that have less-correlated labels. Nonetheless,
imposing a prior on the data-driven model gradients to resem-
ble ab initio models, unless the training data suggest other-
wise, seems like a new and effective way forward.
This study has shown that we can deliver many elemental
abundances from low-resolution spectra provided that there is
sufficient overlap with high-resolution spectra to serve for cal-
ibration, making low-resolution surveys excellent and highly
complementary tools to the ongoing high-resolution studies.
One implication of this study is that the low and high resolu-
tion approach of upcoming Galactic archaeology surveys such
WEAVE and 4MOST might prove to be very powerful. Fi-
nally, (re)analyzing spectra from the completed/ongoing sur-
veys such as SEGUE and LAMOST as well as the upcoming
DESI survey using this method can provide an unprecedented
stellar inventory for Galactic archaeology.
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